Swansea Bay - the waterfront city
Swansea Bay is reputed to be the most circular bay in the world after Naples Bay and there are certainly lovely views of it
from two of our three cottages. At night the lights twinkle & reflect in the water and during the day there is always some
activity going on. Swansea itself is only five miles from Mumbles and has plenty to offer.

venue

address

attractions

open daily
year round

The LC

Oystermouth Rd
Swansea

leisure centre with pools, rides & slides, surf machine, climbing wall, spa,
gym, play area, cafe

✓

Wales National
Pool

Sketty Lane,
Swansea

lane swimming for serious swimmers, splash & play sessions, recreational
swimming, aquatic fitness classes

✓

National
Waterfront
Museum

Maritime Quarter,
Swansea

free entry
enjoy interactive exploration of the sights & sounds of more than 300
years of Welsh industry & innovation

✓

Swansea
Market

Oxford Street,
Swansea

the largest indoor market in Wales - friendly traders, local produce
including Swansea’s famous cockles and laverbread. Open Mon-Sat

✓

Plantasia

Parc Tawe,
Swansea

immerse yourself in the the beauty of the rainforest and delight in a world
of amazing animals regardless of the weather

✓

Grand Theatre

Singleton St.
Swansea

an exciting programme of live events as well as an eclectic mix of
performances and exhibitions in the Arts Wing

✓

Dylan Thomas
Centre

Somerset Place,
Swansea

the focal point for fans worldwide, the Centre is a permanent hone to the
exhibition which provides an insight into the life and works of Swansea’
most charismatic poet. Year round programme of events. Free

✓

Dylan Thomas
Birthplace

5 Cwmdonkin
Drive, Uplands

enjoy a tour of Dylan Thomas’ house where he was brought up; winner of
the Swansea Bay Best attraction and best visitor experience

✓

Aberdulais Tin
Works

Aberdulais,
Neath

step back into the lives of the Victorian men & women and the industrial
revolution which changed the world - then visit the waterfall!

✓

Go Ape!

Margam

tree top fun! Admire the far reaching views whilst swinging, climbing and
zipping from tree to tree on a 2-3 hour adventure

✓

Cognation

Neath &
Caerphilly

Afan is known worldwide as a premier destination for mountain biking. A
range of trails for all abilities & outstanding scenery

✓

